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About This Game

When the king says jump, you say "how high?". When the king says fight, you fight. When the king says "save my princess
from a villainous maniac and his castle-sized pet golem", you say "what...?".

What are you waiting for? Grab that trusty weapon of yours, free the princess and save the world, all before breakfast! With all
those sweet combos, killer finishing moves and devastating magic abilities the bad guys won't know what hit them. Don't forget
to wear a costume to make you a one-of-a-kind adventurer. Will you be a sneaky ninja, smacking enemies with a frozen fish?

Or a lightsaber-wielding raccoon with a score to settle? It's all up to you!

High-speed cart chases through the forest, a fishing competition in the ocean, zombie hordes and high-tech soldiers, we've got it
all! This world is full of thrills, mystery and surprises the likes of which you've never had before.

What do you get when you cross a whimsical adventure, humorous characters and combat to die for? Wonder Blade - an
awesome experience you won't soon forget.

The question is...
Are you ready?

___________________________________

Features:
* A fascinating tale of butt-kicking, love and woe that doesn't take itself too seriously.
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* Spectacular combos, flashy finishing moves and butter-smooth animation.
* A variety of stages and experiences - more than just whacking bad guys with a sword.

* Bosses, mini-bosses, big bad guys and little bad guys, oh my!
* Ever rode a pig? A battlebot? A fire-breathing dragon!? Now you can!

* Collectible outfits and weapons.
* Unlock and upgrade badass skills as you level up.

* And that's just a taste! You'll have to discover the rest for yourself. Good luck, adventurer.
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Title: Wonder Blade
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Puppet Depot Games
Publisher:
East2West Games
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English,Simplified Chinese
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